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JEREMIADS, PAST AND PRESENT 

JUNE 9, 1986 
KORNEL HUVOS 

The. Senate adopted yesterday a resolution 
calli.n~ ~or observance of a "national day of 
humlliatlOn, fasting, and prayer". • . The 
resolution was introduced by Senator Mark O. 
H~tfield (R . -Ore. ) and adopted by voice vote 
wah no debate and opposition . The resolution 
says that because of the nation's failings it 
"b h ' e ooves us to humble ourselves before 
almighty God, to confess our national sins and 
to pray for clemency and forgiveness." 

I do not think I shall ever forget with what stupefaction I 
read. years ago this news item which, reported by UPI from 
Washington D.C., appeared in The Cincinnati Enquirer of 
December 12, 1973. 

No doubt, to most readers of the Enguirer, and, for that 
matter, to most readers elsewhere in the U.S., such a news item, 
relega ted onto the nth page of the paper, along with other similar 
nonevents, was hardly sensational, to put it mildly. True, of late, 
such language has not been trendy in the nation's capital; indeed, 
instead of Jimmy Carter's "American malaise," we have been hearing 
more of Ronald Reagan's assurance that "the era of self-doubt is 
over ." StilI, I venture to say, national self-attacks, such as the one 
formulated by Senator Hatfield, are quite familiar to American ears, 
for they are very much in line with self - critical statements that we 
all hear, read and voice ourselves routinely in this country, and that, 
for reasons all too well known to all of us, have been expressed with 
particular frequency, virulence and gusto in the sixties and e~rly 
seventies. Although somewhat muffled in the eighties, these VOices 
never subsided into silence, and may be heard today among the 
various movements of protest crltitical of the administration's 
attitude towards nuclear disarmament, "Star Wars," Nicaragua, EJ 
Salvador, illegal immigration, South African apartheid, abortion, tax 
increases, etc. 

However , to the average European who does not 
necessarily show much understanding for the American way of 



thinking, such national confessions of g ~ 
superpower of the Free World, are no 
well nigh incomprehensible. Indeed, e 
examples to the contrary, such as in 19 -
by West German Federal Chancelor " 
anniversary of the collapse of Hi· 
self-criticism is not exactly the major v" 
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lng from the leading 
rt of sensational and 

• for a few illustrious 
oud mea culpa voiced 
Kohl at the fortieth 
"rd Reich, national 
5t Europeans. 

The French take it for gran hey are admired by 
aU for their wit, finesse, cultural he ' u te cuisine, haute 
couture, the TGV bullet trains, the Po - Center, the Citroen 
2CV and, as I had the impudence of expo re , from this same 
lecturn a few years ago, their amatory S" e leaders of Nazi 
Germany believed during World War II, height of their 
impopularity among other European natio - - 0 ce the war is won 
by Hitler, they will turn on with equal e ffir?c-~,; he charm machine 
and succeed in systematically making th.... ·es loved by all (wir 
werden uns nach dem Krieg systematisch I - ' sch machen). The 
Soviets, as e videnced by the revolts in Ea 'in 1953, Poznan in 
1956, Budapest in 1956, Prague in 1968, G 1980, Afghanistan 
since 1979 and by the catastrophe in C a few weeks ago, 
seem to adhere to the principle that Cicer ted to a number of 
Roman tyrants: Oderint dum metuant -- 'll hate me, as long 
as they fear me. As for the British, it's on knowledge that 
they do not give a hang whether they are ed or not: they are 
happy with themselves as they are, and rig 

Be that as it may, to most EU1l~~~ poli tics, whether 
domestic or international, have little ' on with ethical 
standards of conduc t and moral judgments.. E ",or".-... , ethically inspired 
statements of national guilt are seldom 'I. hear d in European 
parliaments, be they of the democ t he totalitarian 
rubber-stamp type. 

As far as your obedient se - is concerned, I must 
confess at the outset that, unlike many of ; fell ow Europeans, who 
tend to smile condescendingly at t he -~ ling manifestations of 
American self-debasing, I find the tral "n question immensely 
significant, moving and deeply intriguing. As a matter of fact, I 
always felt so perplexed and touched by i ha t , so as to put order in 
my.own ideas, and hoping to find the key 0 the puzzling mystery, I 
deCIded a few years ago to do some methodical research into 
European reactions to American self -critic ism. For reasons of 
convenience, and due to a professional deformation of mine that I 
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~ave ,nev~r tried to co~ceal, I chose as the subject of my 
JnvestlgatlOn ,the area that IS most familiar to me: French literature 
of th~ twentIeth ~entury, where, believe it or not, reactions to the 
Amerl~an prope?say for self-incrimination have traditionally been 
and st111 are legiOn. I should now like to share with you if I may 
some of my findings. ' , 

Many French obser~ers who, during the past thirty years 
f?l~ow~d closely the psychologIcal repercussions in America of the 
CIVtl right,s movement, the assassinations of John and Robert Kennedy 
and Martin Luther King, the Vietnam War, the student unrests 
Waterga~e, the captivity of over fifty Americans in Iran, th~ 
de~astatll1g truck-bomb attack against U.S. marine headquarters in 
BeIrut and other such acts of terrorism against American citizens and 
property, all over ,th~ glo?e, h~ve discovered with genuine 
stupefactlOn the aSSIduIty WIth whIch Americans and above all 
American intellectuals, feel compelled by such ev~nts to exercise 
national self-criticism. What struck most of these observers was 
that, during the crises in question, unlike their European 
counterparts, so many A mer lean intellectuals have been eager to 
assume their share of responsibility and to declare themselves 
collectively, if not individually, gUilty. As Jean-Francois Revel, the 
noted French political scientist and llterary critic put it, "American 
civilization is marked by a deep feeling of guilt and a feverish urge 
for self-denigration which at times borders on the unbearable." 
However, the discovery by French observers of this American 
indulgence in self-criticism is by no means of recent origin. ~ell 
before the above-mentioned crises, quite a few early twentleth 
century French literati and thinkers had already pointed out the trai t 
in question, and attempted more or less successfully, sympatheticall 
or self-righteously to explain its historical and psychological rootS. 
In what follows I shall discuss some of these French opinions and also 
venture a few cautious conjectures as to the possible underlying 
personal motives that may have influenced the French thinkers in 
their judgments. 

It goes without saying that the phenomenon of spiritual 
flagellation is very well known to American historians and 
sociologists. Max Lerner, Daniel J. Boorstin, Jacques Barzun, 
John A. Kouvenhoven and George E. Probst, to mention but a few, 
refer to the phenomenon under discussion with a remarkable and 
tell-tale terminological wealth as "national self-criticism," 
"self-reproach," "self-contempt," "self-distrust," "self-attack" and 
"self-condemnation." Since it is not my task to examine the opinions 
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of these and other American thinkers, ather those of their 
French counterparts, I shall only poin this connection that, 
according to a number of American his s, these crises of the 
American conscience, described by Max r as "recurrent waves 
of guilt. • . tha t periodically sweep 0 merican society," and 
identified by Henry Kissinger as "an al • -!lexhaustible reserve of 
American masochism which causes us t the U.S. for whatever 
goes wrong anywhere in the world," are! all along the long road 
that leads from Emerson, Thoreau and , the Civil War, the 
Populists, mUCkrakers, debunkers, the 6eneration," the "sad 
young men," the social critics in the "can literature of the 
1930's to their post World War II e;.:X:C!:!"'Tla tions, Kerouac and 
Marcuse, Mario Savio's Free Speech ent at Berkeley, the 
beatniks, the hippies, the Jesus frea ks, - f t-card burners and 
deserters to Canada and Sweden, t tes of Liberation 
Theology and the activists of the Sanc ement. I might add 
that, according to the American histo~ " Miller, in the final 
analysis, this kind of self-criticism rna d back to the New 
England Puritans who, as early as the of the seventeenth 
century , accused themselves in violer:- iads" of a general 
depravation that, as they claimed, he . Americans the 
respect of the Old World. Thus, 0 some American 
historians, the bent toward self-criti - be regarded as an 
essential component of the American , brought about by 
what has been perceived rightly or wr disappointing gap 
between the "American dream" and the reality." 

As regards the French op· .... - --..... .., seem to fall not 
altogether unexpectedly in two dis - .I'"2'-··"-ies. According to 
some observers, self-criticism is a cr fense armor of the 
American soul, or, in more preten tio a dysfunction of the 
defense mechanism of the Amer ican - manifestation of a 
complex of self-destruction whose tentialities cannot 
be overestimated. According to others, - contrary a unique 
cardinal virtue unheard of in other I shall examine 
briefly two representatives of both 0 .S of thought. 

It is the distinguished no ndre Maurois, not 
unknown to Cincinnatians old enough to ce ber his two visits to 
the Queen City in the interwar years, ;"'5t singled out the trait 
in question and attempted to explain its " He was quite familiar 
with things American, having visi ed the u.s. nine times and 
published eighteen books entirely or partially devoted to American 
topics, and in which he painted a vas fresco of life in America that 
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was essentially a very favorable one. Unlike his fellow novelists and 
contemporaries Georges Duhamel, Paul Morand and Luc Durtain, 
who, in the same period, depicted the U.S.A. in a somewhat unkind 
fashion - - to say the least -- he preferred instead to underscore the 
idealism, optimism, youthfulness, kindness, courtesy, generosity, the 
spirit of enterprise, the absence of malevolence, of ulterior motives 
and of mental reservations characteristic of American men and 
women. This rosy image of American civilization, painted by 
Maurois, presumably had its roots in his natural inc! ination to accept 
almost without criticism the peculiarities of Anglo-American 
civilization. We lack time to discuss in detall this aspect of Maurois' 
personality. Suffice it to say that since his early high school days, a 
time of political and social turmoil and polarization caused by the 
infamous Dreyfus affair, Maurois, of Jewish origin, had suffered 
cruelly from the torments inflicted upon him by anti-Semitic 
classmates. Ever since, he had felt an elemental need to be absorbed 
by any group or community ready to accept him without reservation. 
During World War I, he discovered preCisely such a group when he was 
detached by the French to serve as an interpreter with a British 
crack regiment stationed in northern France. The officers ?f this 
regiment surrounded Maurois with a warm-hearted comradene that 
deeply impressed him and inspired him to write several books dealing 
with Britishers (such as Les Silences du Colonel Bramble, an 
entertaining and subtly observed study of an English officers' mess, 
and Les Discours du Docteur O'Grady, a similar work). His 
anglophllla was to be matched only by an equally enthusiastic 
americanophilia after his first trip to the U.S., where he was given a 
most cordial welcome. 

However, in spite of this euphoric attitude, there was one 
aspect of American civilization that deeply disturbed Maurois: the 
survival of puritanical thinking, a "phantom" as he called it, which, 
during his travels in the U.S.A., had appeared to him lingering 
"everywhere, in the autumn forests, the snow-covered plains, and in 
the streets of New York or Boston." According to Maurois, one of 
the ingredients of this historic heritage is an ultra-sensi tive spirit of 
self-criticism that has provided post World War I American literature 
with a cortage of iconoclasts: 

Why do dll the gifted Young I\merican writers 
depict monsters? Half crazy tramps, starving 
and bestial rebels, killers and bandi ts, 
ferocious bosses, why desc ribe only them, in a 
country where even a superficial observer 



detects at once so much kindness generosi 
and good wil1? 
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. .?trangely enough, Maurois, who in aJl ;:>roba bill knew the 
Amencan llterature of his time better than tha t of ....... 

• '. J~ pre-war 
years, belleved tha t in Spi te of its n roo" . 1f ' " .., • mencan 
~e -cntlclsm had only manifested itse lf li tera ture s ' nce the 
lnterwar years. In the past, he tought, i took a g ea deal of 
cour~ge to s.ay tha t all was not perfect in 'llerica ." Ho 'ev er, the 
readIng publiC developed a taste for this kind of nat ional ;>essi mism 
so m~ch so ~hat "now, in 1933, it takes much co rage for a~ 
Amencan wnter to praise the U.S.A." • ot even - foreign 
observers are permitted to break the rule . 

The important newspapers 
whose editors know but to weU 
dislikes of their readers, gla 
publication articles that se, 
America. The foreign wri ters 
fascina ted by the youthful frP<:h.,..,. 
country, are being kindly bu 
order: "Don't you have any more 
Can't you find more things to . 'ci ze?" 

Addressing an imaginary yo 
United Sta tes, Maurois had this advice: 
There will be violent reactions, 
famous •.•• " And Maurois concluded: 
who, overly wealthy and surfe ited wi 
brutalize them." 

renchman leavi ng for the 
i icize America savage ly. 
you will also become 
r ica is like those wo men 
sure, prefe r t hose who 

While Maurois based his f in - on the the mes he found 
in American novels, the great French no e . t Jules Romains, author 
of the twenty-seven-volume novel Men of Good WllI, whom I ha d the 
privilege of knowing personally for fo r years, reached the sa me 
conclusions as a consequence of a con roversy that arose in 
connection with one of his books dealing precisely with America. 
Like Maurois, he too had explored assi d sly life in the New World. 
He returned from his eight trips to Ame 'ca with a wealth of notes 
and observations tha t he later expande~ in to eight books fully or 
largely devoted to America and/or ~he Americans. ~ lso, like 
Maurols, but for other reasons, Rom alns, too, was pre dispose d to 
passing favorable judgments on America. The reas~n is tha~ am.ong 
to the corollaries of Romains' philosophy, known to llterar y historians 
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as "unanimism," there were two that were bound to influence him in 
favor of such conclusions: first, his deep interest in and liking for big 
ci ties, human clusters typical of our modern world and, second, his 
almost lyrical admiration for machines and technology, equally 
characteristic of twentieth century urban life. Small wonder if, with 
such ideas, Romains was to depict America, the land of limitless open 
spaces, huge population centers, teeming crowds, innumerable 
machines and gadgets, a rosy picture with little if any negative 
elements. 

Of all of Romains' writings, his largely autobiographical 
novel Salsette Discovers A merica contains perhaps the most 
complete summation of his views regarding the U.S.A. In this book, 
published in 19Lt2 in New York during his self-imposed American exile 
following the collapse of France, Romains expressed once again his 
sincere admiration for the American way of life through a fictitious 
character, Albert Salsette, a Sorbonne professor who managed to 
escape to America after the demise of the Third RepUblic. Much to 
Romains' surprise, the book triggered in a number of American 
periodicals a barrage of invectives. His critics blamed him for 
lacking objectivity and seeing everything through pink eyeglasses. 
Deeply hurt and resolved to take his revenge, Romains decided to 
publish a revised edition of the book as soon as the war was over and 
he had returned to Paris. In the new edition, published in Paris in 
1950, he added to the original text an appendix consisting of ten 
"letters" in which Salsette expounds with relish his critical views 
about the shortcomings of the Homo americanus. The principal flaw 
that .he points out is precisely the exaggerated tendency of 
Amenca~ ... s to ~xercise self-criticism and, above all, their quasi 
pathological deSire to be debased by foreigners. 

Romains launches his counterattack by quoting in 
Salsette's "Second Letter" a remark by an American friend that Is 
very much in lJne with what Maurois had said earlier: "If shortly 
after your arrival you had made nasty or, better yet ferocious 
remarks about America, no one would have accus;d you of 
shallowness." Howeve~, to Romains, that was too mild a critical 
remark. So he pursued 111 a more vitriolic vein: 

In t~day's. Americans and, above all, In 
Amencan i~tellectuals, you find a strong dose 
of . masochism. Every American who lays 
claIm to s~phistica t10n and prides himself of 
good breedmg feels the need to be told that 



the average American is some 
an infatuated idiot and a miserab 
that life in America is a 
banditry, alcoholism, frau d, 
hypocrisy. Perked up by such I 

invigora ted by such exp.ec t0C4aDOOSw 
better and breathes eaSIer . 
unwise enough to tell him 
Americans are nice guys and 
tell it from their physiogno 
sour face and feel deadly ins 
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Romains believes that if, by 
remarked at the end of the original~S_a:::lsef~""~ 
mistake. • .. Behind a facade of 
civilization is the most nauseating cess 
have discharged all their putrefaction, 
have said with satisfaction: 

ecanta ion, he ha d 
e made a terrible 

e and marble, this 
which modern times 

erican readers would 

Fine! OK! The precedio 
nothing else but pretense. 
only an introduction to ano 
shall learn to Our great reJie~ 
bastards and phonies we are 
deserved punishments hist 
us. 

ities were 
st book is 
Whence we 

• a bunch of 
d what well 
in store for 

While Maurois had tried to e " the trait in question by 
America's puritan heritage, Romains, ra han placing the problem 
in an historic perspective, preferre approach it from a 
Psychological angle. In his opinion, asochistic" desire of the 
Americans to be vilified by foreig ners largely be explained by 
"the special romanticism of the A "cans," a mentality that 
baSically manifests itself in a desire 0 esent American civilization 
to Europeans as a "terrifying Moloch. us, to quote but a rather 
trivial example, New Yorkers like to :hink that in the eyes of 
ViSitors, "the throngs in the subway cars are something absolutely 
unique, unimaginable and scary, that I d never seen before traffic 
jams such as the ones on Fifth Aven ue, such pushing and shoving 
as amidst the crOwds of 42nd Street." 

However, aCcording to Romains, that is not all. 
Americans also have an inferiori ty complex vis-a-vis Europeans: 
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It seems to me that one of the profound 
misgivings of the Americans is that all those 
rotten decadents of the Old World might not 
take them seriously, and that they regard 
them as children or simpletons. Tell them 
that at first sight, life in America looks rather 
cheerful, even enjoyable, and he'll feel that 
you're not taking him seriously. Only if you 
call him an ignoble cheat and a hypocritical 
scum will he feel that you take him seriously. 

I now come to two important French thinkers who, unlike 
Maurois and Romains, consider American self-criticism as a mark of 
nobility. However, as we shall see, there is a basic difference 
between the two. Jacques Marltain, the noted neo-Thomist 
philosopher, values highly American self-criticism because he 
believes that the flaws the Americans criticize in themselves are 
venial ones. On the contrary, Alain Bosquet, one of the foremost 
French poets of today, praises A mericans for their self-criticism 
because the sins they are confessing to are mortal ones. 

Jacques Maritain based his favorable interpretation on 
observations he gathered during the six visits he made to America 
between 1933 and 1961. He spent altogether twenty years in this 
country, teaching at the University of Chicago, at Columbia and, of 
course, for many years at Princeton. According to his delightful 
book, Reflections on America, published in 1959, he fell in love with 
America at the very beginning of his first stay in the U.S. \l\aritain's 
deep affection for America was inspired by certain principles that he 
had set forth in 1936 in True Humanism, a treatise containing his 
neo-Thomist ideas on the need for a reform of the politico-social 
order of the Civitas Christiana. Maritain posited the principle that 
today's social order had to be replaced by a non-Marxist and 
Christian post-capitalist order whose objective was to be the well 
being of the toiling masses. As he was to say later in his Reflections 
on America, he discovered in the United States that this country was 
moving precisely in that direction: " ... 1 may say that True 
Humanism appears to me now as a book which had, so to speak, an 
affinity with the American climate by anticipation." 

Like Maurois, Maritain believed that American 
self-criticism was rooted in the puritan heritage. This heritage, as 
he points out in Reflections on America, comprises among others a 
very special a tti tude towards moral consciousness: 



I do not say that the Ameri 
according to the dictates of 
what nation does? I say 
miserable, they endure te r 
when they have a guilty consci 
fact of nursing a doubt as 
conduct was or was 
irreproachable, causes them pa: 

always act 
ience -

- the y feel 
discomfort 
• The very 
ther their 

e thically 
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It is this supercilious sen ss that explains, 
according to Maritain, "the fundamental layed in this country 
by free discussion, and involving that rig -ssent without which 
there is no community of free men - which no historic 
circumstance can impair here for long." P hi s train of thought 
with the same rigor, Maritain goes on - say that there is "a 
perpetual process of self-examination a; se - criticism going on 
everywhere and in every sphere of A li fe, a phenomenon 
incomprehensible without the quest fo r hi ch a materialist 
cast of mind is incapable." 

However, without using t he 
underscores the harshness and even 
self-criticism: 

asochlsm," Maritain 
lty of American 

The love of the Americans for .• c - country is 
- ting and 

erate its 
not an indulgent, it is 
chastising love. They c 
defects. Frenchmen behave -
yet they carp at their fe llo 

same way, 
=----"- en with 

fun, either sarcastic rho_-" whereas 
ethical Americ:<lns denigrate 

m elanchol y. 

Moreover, like Maurois and .i'-"-'u.ac:cu- s, Marl tain pinpoints 
the eagerness with which the Arnerica: nd their ears to their 
foreign cr i tics: 

Any foreign writer who bitterly denounces the 
vices of the country is being lis ened to with 
special care and sorrowful 
appreciation .. _ .And the wr ite who praises 
this country has the nice qualities of a 
gratifying friend, to be sure, but is considered 
softheaded. 
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Finally, it is also with the American penchant for 
self-criticism that Maritain ties in an American characteristic that 
always impresses strangers: the touching yet tragically frustrated 
desire to be loved as a nation. He believes that, basically, the quest 
for love by strangers, "by no means a weakness," but rather 
"something noble and deeply human" is actually the reverse of their 
longing for being criticized: 

This desire to have America loved is the mark 
of a soul which lies open to the sense of human 
brotherhood; it plays an important part in the 
general psychology of this country. I do not 
forget that the cultivated American 
perhaps because he feels a particular urge to 
cast a critical eye in a national environment 
he considers uncritical -- is as anxious to have 
America criticized as to have her loved. 

I mentioned a moment ago America's touching yet 
tragically frustrated desire to be loved as a nation. I chose my words 
wittingly. What could indeed be more touching, tragic and 
frustrating than a powerful and wealthy, yet essentially 
warm-hearted, idealistic and moralistic giant yearning for love, and, 
at times, even offering in exchange food, technical know-how, 
pharmaceuticals, contraceptives and bir th control plUs, trucks, 
refrigerators, computers, warplanes, guns, plutonium and plain 
money. The generosity that more often than not is at the root of 
these typical cases of petitio affectionis cannot obscure the sad fact 
that the poor and the envious do not really like their benefactors, and 
that extraordinary wealth and power, even if wielded with restraint 
and moralizing intentions, never generate love. However, I digress. 
Back to my French thinkers. 

With conclusions that are as positive as those of Maritain, 
but drawn from very different premises, the poet, novelist and 
ess~yist Alain Bosquet shares Jacques Maritain'S views regarding the 
posltive value of American self-criticism. He, too, knows well the 
U.S.A .; born in Russia and educated in Brussels, Belgium, he served at 
the beginning of World War II in the Belgian and French armies. 
After. the F.rench debacle, he went to New York where he frequented 
such lllustnous French expatriates as Andre Breton the founder of 
the sur~ealist movement, Jules Romains, Andre M~urois, the great 
poet Samt-John Perse and Antoine de Saint-Exupery. He then joined 
the U.S. army and served with distinction in Normandy and Germany. 
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He eventually se ttled in Paris, but re rned several times to the 
United States for lecture tours and a lisiting professorship at 
Brandeis. Bosquet published a total of e ·gh t books on American 
topics. 

The affinities of Alain Bo s thought with certain 
traits of the American personality are roo ed, as in the case of 
Maurois, Romains and Maritain, in s eltanschauung. An 
exhube rant and optimistic "cosmic lyrici d a fervent surrealist 
at the beginning of his poetic career, he has adually moved, as the 
atomic age was setting in, towards a no ess cosm ic, yet infinitely 
more ironic, pessimistic and critical visio 0 .. e world. His fellow 
French poet Andre Laude has remarked Bosquet that "with 
Hiroshima and a few other mishaps of he I an adventure, doubt 
and anguish have invaded Bosquet's oeuvre . enceforth, his poetry is 
marked by bitter irony. This change as und to lead to the 
questioning and the rejection of the sta , and to vehement 
pr·otests against the existing social order. Bu t are not irony, 
questioning and refusal of the status guo, and protests against the 
existing order, also correlatives of pos d War II American 
criticism, in particular during the violen t 0 eaks of social protest 
of the early sixties and seventies? Small "onder then if Bosquet 
turned with interest, empathy and co-npassion to American 
sel f -cr i ticism. 

In The Americans, an am using and somewhat cocky 
collage of OpinIOnS about the New World, compiled, prefaced and 
commented upon by Alain Bosquet, the poe condensed in a single 
paragraph the quintessence of his abou t self-critical 
"masochism" in America: 

When you (Americans) really ge t down to 
business, no one can be as an i- Am erican as 
you are. All your writers have proffered 
a troclous slanders about your country. In 
France, people don't criticize their country, 
except in lampoons. French w iters deal, in a 
more abstract view, with man in general. But 
take Sinclair Lewis, Jo hn Dos Passos, 
Theodore Dreiser, William Faulkner, John 
Steinbeck, Henry Miller, and Arthur Miller: 
can you conceive of more ungrateful citizens? 
And that is precisely yo ur glory: those of you 
who think, don't accept Arnerica as it Is, but 
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question the very foundations on which it 
rests. 

Eleven years later, in his essay Have the Americans 
Grown Up?, a sarcastically critical as well as affectionate piece of 
writing that he refers to as "an ironical and stern love letter," 
Bosque t carne back to the problem of American self-criticism, 
practiced by all, and most of all by intellectuals, thinkers, writers 
and a rtists: 

One man out of ten -- or rather, in recent 
years, one out of five or seven -- come to the 
entirely subjective, if not hysterical 
conclusion that the United States is an 
enormous fiasco and a colossal mess. These 
people's hatred knows no limits. In the worst 
years of anti-American Stalinism and in the 
ve rbal excesses of Maoist China, nothi.ng was 
ever said about America that outdid the 
insults of these Americans who have sworn to 
slander their country out of the neophyte's 
zeal, or as a way of punishing themselves for 
some frustrated old love, or because of a 
yearning for liberation, whose outcome nobody 
knows. 

In this book, Bosquet is no longer satisfied with 
enumerating virtuously ungrateful novelists and dramatists. He now 
includes in his list the poets of the day: Allen Ginsberg, Robert Bly, 
Thomas Merton and others whose works, publlshed in tens of 
thousands of copies, were found in the display windows of American 
bookstores along with "pamphlets and books glorifying Ho Chi-minh 
and Mao Tse-Tung. One never forgets in the United States that 
hatred of the fatherland becomes at times a national duty." 

Of course, Alain Bosquet also tried to find the roots of 
American self-criticism. However, unlike Maurois it is not in 
American history that he found the answer, but' rather in the 
psy.chological conditions created by the "affluent society." He 
b:l1eves that excessive well-being generates boredom. "He who 
fIghts b?redom succumbs nine times out of ten to a pathological 
ternp~at~on of generalized hatred which expresses itself in a 
questlOnmg of the entire national structure." 
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What brings Bosquet re markably close to Maritain is that 
he, too, considers as a most honora ble eJem ent of America's national 
character the criticism exercised by 'n tellectuals who react to 
American life by choosing "refusal, exile, reprobation ." Thus, both 
Steinbeck and Hemingway, two wo rld - fa mous writers who seemed to 
incarnate America, shocked world opinion: the former declared on 
the day the Nobel Prize was bestowed upon him that "to the writer, 
America is a prison." The latter com mitted "the most spectacular 
and atrocious of all suicides." Henry James) T . S. Eliot, Sinclair 
Lewis and Ezra Pound chose exile, while Faulkner "found another kind 
of exile: for all practical purposes, he no longer left the South to 
which he was so deeply attached, and that was a human morass of 
accumulated degeneracies." And Bosquet concludes: "It is without 
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any doubt the most adm irable glory of the country that it brings forth 
individuals who, In an outburst of wounded conscience, prefer any 
regime to their own, and go so far as opting for exile because the 
American way of life has become odious to them." In another 
passage, in almost identical words, Bosquet once m?re says: "It is 
wi thout any question the greatest, the most admlrable honor of 
America that it produces thinkers and poets, painters and sculptors 
who, instinctively, endeavor to show that terrestial paradise is 
nothing but a miserable hell." 

To be quite honest -- and I am sure most of you will agree 
-- I do not like at all Bosquet's rhetoric, his choice of offensive words 
such as "prison," "human morass," "accumulated degeneracy," 
"odious" and "miserable hell" applied to America. However, do not 
forget that, as I indicated earlier, Bosquet is primarily a poet, and a 
bitterly ironical one at that, filled with doubt and Angst, committed 
to vioLent (yet non-Marxist) social criticism. To impress his reader, 
his image of the world is not painted with the delicate brush of the 
masters of French Classicism, but rather with the "drunken broom" 
their successors, the French romantic painters, were accused of using 
instead. Bosquet is much too bright, and has lived much too long with 
Americans, not to believe sincerely that their self-flagellation is, as 
he says, the "greatest honor" and an "admirable glory." 

This, then, is how a handful of contemporary French 
thinkers have passed judgment on America's penchant for 
self-criticism. Were they right or were they wrong? Are we dealing 
with considered opinions based on experience, the knowledge of 
history and sound judgment, or with dilettantish attempts at 
capturing the imponderable, or with insolent wisecracks and 
self-righteous pomposities advanced by self-anointed arrogant 
censors who behold the mote in their brother's eye and not the beam 
in their own? The answer to this question, if there is one, doubtless 
transcends a modest paper such as mine, or, for that matter, anyone 
"paper." It calls, perhaps, for an entire library and the research of a 
lifetime. 

But, I submit, that is not the point. To me, whether U.S. 
self-criticism is of puritanical or other origin, is justified or not a . " . , 
virtue or a vlce, 1S in the finaL analysis a moot question, to be left to 
the in?ividual to decide ?n moral, historic, psychological or simply 
esthetIC grounds. What ~ of supreme importance to me is the fact 
that the fascination of Americans with sack cloth and ashes reveals 
the underlying firm belief that their critique is worth voicing, 
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because the obj ect of their censure, i.e . merica , is, as it were, 
"unfinished," still in the state of "becoming," ali'/e, youthful, open to 
reform, flexible, pliable, malleable, corree ible , improvable , or, to 
use the worth of eighteenth-century enlightenment, perfectible. It 
less such self-flagellation is found among, say, the French, it is 
because they see their evolution as de finiti"ely shaped, wi h no more 
room for recourse and remedy, with self-cr' icism, if any, reduced to 
a grirn yet sterile persiflage. And t hen, of course, there are the 
totalitarian societies, the monolithic dictatorships of the ight and 
the left, frozen into lifelessness, with na ional or partisan cr iticism 
not only discouraged, but persecuted, sup;>ressed and punished in 
gulags, psychiatric wards or mass graves, so as 0 maintain fo rever a 
petrified status guo. 

Am I embellishing America's stand collee lve guilt with 
the idealizing tendency of -the naturali zed d z I a m, and 
whose attitudes reflect the neophytes bias? Pe ps so, but I am not 
alone. For, believe it or not, my vie 5 are me out by two 
Frenchmen not known for mincing thei 6 'hen i comes to 
America. The first is our old friend, the coc poet Alain Bosquet -
whom I will be quoting for the last time -- while the second is 
perhaps the most dogmatic and caust ic entieth century French 
critic of the U.S.A., the late Jean-Paul Sartre, high priest of post 
World War II existentialism. 

According to Bosquet, the American "views his continent 
as the fruit of a human and social experience that is not yet 
completed, which yet can take other directions, and which merely 
depends on a pragmatic effort ... ," On the other hand, "the 
Frenchman never reneges on his affection for France. He maybe 
does not like such and such ca tegory of Frenchman, but as far as 
France as a whole is concerned, he accepts it for what it is, because 
he cannot change things." France is a fa it accompli. 

Musing over the writings of American men and women of 
letters who have bitterly criticized the American way of life, 
Jean-Paul Sartre, in an article wr itten for his journal Temps 
Modernes, expressed exactly the same idea: 

All these man and women feel a close 
solidarity with what they denounce and what 
they approve of (in Ame rica). It Is themselves 
they are flogging or caressing. And don't you 
believe tha t anyone of them means to demean 
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America. To a Frenchman, denouncing an 
abuse is demeaning France because he sees 
France in the past and as an unchangeable 
country. To an American, the same thing 
means preparing a reform, because he sees his 
country in the future •.•. The Americans all 
believe that America is not yet completed; all 
their writings are oriented towards the future. 

So "here I stand, I cannot do otherwise," with my 
optimistic interpretation of American self-criticism, I am in pretty 
good company. But then, what else would you expect me to say? In 
choosing American dissent over Old World resignation and over 
totali tarian silence, I have merely chosen dynamism over stasis, 
youthful optimism over disillusioned abdication or the rule of the gag. 

Would not you? 




